Establishing new entity called World-hr.
Established a new company to start providing "WorldHR", a staffing and placement service specializing in
high-skilled Indian engineers.

Indo-Sakura Software Japan K.K.
Date : 2019/04/01
In order to cater to the growing needs of high skilled IT professionals in Japan, Indo-Sakura in association
with two of its business partners has started a new entity called “WorldHR (www.world-hr.com)”. At
world-Hr, Indo-Sakura offers consulting services on management of global resources, providing experts of
emerging technologies, as well as seminars on potentials of India’s market. You can get more details from
website www.world-hr.com.


A new business entity “WorldHR”
Aiming to alleviate the shortage of IT human resources in Japan, the new company will provide integrated
support for foreign IT engineers specializing in AI and other fields, as well as education, dispatch,
and placement services for both the host and foreign companies.
Indo-Sakura Software Japan K.K. (Head office: Koto-ku, Tokyo; CEO: Atul Paswan) has established a joint
venture with Design and Management (Head office: Meguro-ku, Tokyo; CEO: Masaya Ishizaka) and Kusur
Corporation (Head office: Chiyoda-ku, Tokyo; President: Shin Matsumura). (Head office: Chiyoda-ku,
Tokyo; CEO: Shin Matsumura), to launch "WorldHR" (https://world-hr.com), an integrated service for
training, dispatching, and placement of highly skilled Indian engineers, on Tuesday, April 23. In the
midst of the depletion of IT human resources in Japan, WorldHR helps to realize world-class teams and
development capabilities by finding highly skilled engineers such as AI engineers, including those
from prestigious schools such as IIT in India, and educating them to adapt to Japan, and introducing
them to client teams.
Integrated support by a multinational team
1. Indian Economy and Human Resources School in Indian English (instructors are basically Indians)
"* for companies that want to know first, as the challenges of utilizing human resources differ from
client to client.
2. "Foreigner Acceptance School & Re-education School" for companies that have already accepted
foreigners but do not have a functioning team.
3. Consulting for advanced foreign human resources" for companies that think they need a team with
foreigners, but want to proceed while confirming their slim needs. And
4. Dispatch and Introduction of Advanced Foreign Talent
We also provide
5. Other services such as local test marketing and tours".

We also provide dispatch and introduction of human resources from China, as well as education and support
in Chinese.
Support for ultra-high level human resources
We can also assist in headhunting for AI, blockchain, and other fields that are rare in Japan, with
a focus on Indian human resources. We can also approach a variety of other human resources upon client
request.
In commemoration of the release of WorldHR, a limited number of companies will receive a free briefing
session on the Indian economy and human resources school in Indian English.
(*Japanese service is available for this free briefing only)
In commemoration of the release of WorldHR, a limited number of 20 companies (expected to be about
40 people) will be offered a free trial school. We plan to provide Japanese language support only for
this school.
Please note that this offer will end as soon as we reach capacity.
The seminar is scheduled for early June.
Please send your inquiry and お申し込みは hello@d-2m.com にメールのタイトルを as "I would like to
attend the free school information session. Please include your company name, title, and name in the
body of the message. Please include your company name, title, and name in the body of the message,
otherwise we may not be able to reply to you.

About Design and Management, LLC & Kusur Inc.

About Design and Management, LLC
Design and Management is an Asia-based company that focuses on new business development, product development,
branding, and team building.
Company Name: Design and Management, LLC
Location：Shibuya-ku, Tokyo
Establishment: January 2019
Operations: New business development, global branding, team building
About Kusur Inc.
We are good at creating places where people can interact with each other even in the digital world, such
as apps related to the education field, community sites specialized in a certain field, and media.
Company name: Kusur Inc.
Location: Chiyoda-ku, Tokyo
Establishment: July, 2006
Business description: Web planning and production business, school business, event planning, community
management

About Indo-Sakura Software Japan K.K.

Indo-Sakura is an IT firm based out of Tokyo, Providing ICT Services and Solutions to its clients across Japan. Since
its inception in 2005, Indo-Sakura has won various accolades and recognitions for its adherence to quality standards
and Japanese business practices. In recent years, Indo-Sakura has created many success stories by providing DX
solutions through AI/IoT and other emerging technologies.

www.indosakura.com

Contact for press related information
Indo-Sakura Software Japan K.K.
International Marketing department
Email : info.japan@indosakura.com

